In model selection, usually a ''best'' predictor is chosen from a collec-Ä Ž .4 Ž . tion и, s of predictors where и, s is the minimum least-squareŝp redictor in a collection U U of predictors. Here s is a complexity parames ter; that is, the smaller s, the lower dimensionalrsmoother the models in U U . s
Ä Ž .4
If L L is the data used to derive the sequence и, s , the procedure iŝ Ä Ž .4 called unstable if a small change in L L can cause large changes in и, s . Ä Ž .4 With a crystal ball, one could pick the predictor in и, s havinĝ minimum prediction error. Without prescience, one uses test sets, crossvalidation and so forth. The difference in prediction error between the crystal ball selection and the statistician's choice we call predictive loss. For an unstable procedure the predictive loss is large. This is shown by some analytics in a simple case and by simulation results in a more complex comparison of four different linear regression methods. Unstable procedures can be stabilized by perturbing the data, Ä X Ž .4 getting a new predictor sequence и, s and then averaging over manŷ such predictor sequences.
Introduction.
1.1. The prediction problem. In the ''supervised'' prediction problem, one has a ''learning'' set of data consisting of measurements on N cases, where each case consists of a response variable y and a prediction vector x s n n Ž . x , . . . , x taking its value in . That is, this learning set L L consists of 1 n M n ÄŽ . 4 data y , x , n s 1, . . . , N . We assume here that the response variable is n n numerical. For notation, we use lower case letters for vectors with compo-Ž . nents indexed by case number n s 1, . . . , N, i.e., y s y , y , . . . , y . Lower 1 2 N Ž . case bold letters denote vectors indexed by dimension, i.e., x s x , . . . , x , n 1 M n n and the inner product of two such vectors u, v is written as uv. Ž . The goal of prediction is to use L L to construct a function x, L L , defined Ž . for x in such that и, L L gives accurate predictions of future responses.
ÄŽ X X . More specifically, suppose that we have a large test set T T s y , x , n s n n X 4 Ž . 1, . . . , N sampled in some sense which we will make more specific later Ž X . from the same distribution as L L . Then we want x , L L to be an accurate n X Ž X X . estimate of y for all y , x g T T. Assuming squared error loss, we want the n n n prediction error 1 2 X X PE , y y x , L L Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ý X n n N n to be small. Ž . The standard approach to the construction of a predictor x, L L goes like Ä Ž .4 this: a large class of functions U U s x is defined. For instance, if all coordinates of x are numerical, U U could be the set of all linear functions of x. Or U U could be some specified set of nonlinear functions. The usual next step Ž . is to select as the prediction function x that g U U which minimizes thê prediction error on the learning set. That is, take to be the minimizer in U U of The difficulties in this approach are well known. If U U is high dimensional, then ''overfits'' the data. It will have low mean-squared prediction error on Ž . L L low RSS but higher prediction error on test sets. On the other hand, if U U is too low dimensional, it may not contain a good fit to the data. That is, it ''underfits'' the data.
1.2. An example. As a simple example, take L L to consist of 20 pairs Ž
. w x y , x , n s 1, . . . , 20, where the x are iid uniform on y1, q1 and n n n y s 2 x 2 q , n n n Ä 4 Ž . where the are N 0, 1 . Suppose U U is the class of all tenth-degree n w x Ž polynomials on y1, 1 . The lowest RSS polynomial will give a good fit small . RSS to the points in L L . But it is wriggly between the points in L L and at the ends of the interval. It will have high prediction error on future data drawn from the same distribution as L L .
The tenth-degree polynomial predictor ''overfits'' the data. In statistical terms it has too large a varianceᎏtoo many parameters are being estimated. Put another way, the space U U is too large. Now take U U to be the class of all first-degree polynomials. Then the least-squares minimizer in U U is linear and very smooth. But it gives a poor approximation to the underlying parabolic relation between y and x. In this case, ''underfits'' the data. Variance is low but bias is high. The space U U iŝ too small.
Here is a way to get a compromise between overfitting and underfitting. Take U U to be the space of all tenth-degree polynomials. Let U U ; U U be the k space of all polynomials of degree less than or equal to k, where k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10. Note that U U ; U U . For k large, U U contains many wriggly k kq1 k functionsᎏas k becomes smaller, the functions in U U become smoother. k Ž . 5 5 2 Let и, k be the polynomial in U U that minimizes y y . Thus, we noŵ k Ž . Ž . Ž . have a sequence of predictors и, 0 , и, 1 , . . . , и, 10 which are polynomi-ˆˆ als of degree 0, 1, . . . , 10. The problem now is to pick the best of these. Here are three ways to make this selection:
Ž . The question that we explore in this paper is how much accuracy do we lose by not having a crystal ball, that is, an infinite test set. With a crystal ball, we select the predictor whose true prediction error is
Without a crystal ball, the selected predictor has prediction error PE и, k .
Ž .
Ž .
Define the predictive loss PL asˆU
This predictive loss is what we study in this article.
1.3. Regularization procedures. The context for our study of predictive loss is the sequence of predictors constructed from a regularization procedure. If we attempt to construct a predictor by defining a large class of functions U U Ž . 5 5 2 and defining и to be the minimizer in U U of y y , then overfitting will usually result. The currently used methods for compromising between overfitting and underfitting are similar to the strategy used in the simple example of subsection 1.2, and are referred to as regularization procedures. DEFINITION 1.1. A regularization procedure consists of defining a sequence of subspaces U U ; U U indexed by a real parameter s G 0 such that 
1.4. Predictive loss, instability and stabilization. Obviously, the size of the predictive loss is related to how the prediction error is estimated. Poorer estimates will give larger PL. But what we are interested in is: given the best possible current methods of PE estimation, how is the predictive loss connected to the structure of the regularization procedure?
For instance, in linear regression there are two archetypical regularization proceduresᎏsubset selection and ridge. Both generate sequences of regularized predictors and we can try to select the best one in each sequence using cross-validation estimates of PE. It turns out that the PL for subset regression is considerably larger than the PL for ridge regression.
The difference between the two regularization procedures that is reflected in the PL is their relative instability.
Heuristic definition. A regularization procedure is unstable if a small change in the data L L can make large changes in the regularized sequence Ä Ž .4 и, s, L L .
Ž
. In general see Section 7 :
Subset selection is unstable:
Changing just one data case in L L can cause a large change Ž . in the minimizer of RSS over U U . Ž . The more unstable the procedure, the noisier PE s is, and the larger the predictive loss whatever method of PE estimation is used. With unstable procedures, we are less able to locate the best model, and the size of the predictive loss may be a substantial fraction of the prediction error.
Ž . Figures 1 and 2 give illustrations of this. Figure 1 consists of PE k plots for three runs of subset selection on 30-dimensional simulated data where the subsets are selected by forward stepwise addition. Figure 2 gives the plots of 
Ž .
PE k for ridge regression on the same data where k is the equivalent Ž . dimensionality. See Section 5 for details on how the data was generated.
Ž . The noisy behavior of the PE k values for subset selection makes estimating the minimum point more difficult than for the smooth ridge values.
There are other consequences of instability. One is that the estimates of Ž . the prediction error for the selected predictor и, s have large negative bias.Â nother is that ''infinitesimal'' methods for estimating PE do not work very Ž .
well. An example of the latter is the discovery in Breiman and Spector 1992 that leave-one-out cross-validation is less accurate than leave-many-out in selecting the best subset dimension. 
Then the averaged predictors и, s are a more stable sequence witĥ ST lower predictive loss and less biased PE estimates.
The implementation of this idea that worked the best among several Ž . Ž 2 . Ä 4 alternatives see subsection 6.1 is this: generate iid N 0, ␣ noise and n let L L X s y q , x , n s 1, . . . , N .
That is, L L is altered into L L X by simply adding noise to each response value X Ä Ž X .4 y . Using L L , construct the regularized sequence и, s, L L . Now repeat n Ä 4 many times, generating new noise each time, and define n и, s s Av X и, s, L L X .
Ž .Ŝ T L L 2. Organization of the article. Instead of trying to give rigorous definitions of instability, we proceed by example. Linear regression is used as a paradigm. Four different regularization methods with various degrees of instability are studied. The most unstable is subset selection; the most stable is ridge. The predictive losses for these four methods can be compared analytically in the X t X s I situation and through simulations in more realistic settings. Since PE definitions and estimates differ depending on whether X is considered random or controlled, both situations are studied. The article is organized as follows:
Section 3 gives definitions of prediction error for data with random X and with controlled X. The test set, cross-validation and little bootstrap methods for estimating PE are detailed. The four regression methods are defined.
Section 4. Analytic results are gotten in the X t X s I case for PE estimated either by test set or by little bootstrap. These illustrate the effects of instability as the number of variable increases. The results of stabilization are made clear.
Section 5. Simulation results are given for the case of controlled X using more complex X X X designs with PE estimated either by test set or by little bootstrap. These again illustrate instability effects and the results of stabilization.
Section 6 gives results of a simulation study in the case of random X where PE is estimated either by test set or by cross-validation. Some perplexing aspects of stabilization are described.
Section 7. We look more closely at cross-validation estimates to see why leave-one-out cross-validation behaves poorly in selection from an unstable sequence.
Section 8 compares the performance of the stabilized subset predictors to the other prediction methods on a spectrum of simulated data.
Section 9 contains concluding remarks. We summarize the various threads in the preceding sections and give some future research directions.
Appendix gives details of the X t X s I computations, little bootstrap proof and the tiny bootstrap formula.
Although our main emphasis is on the effects of instability on predictive loss, some other new ground is covered. The two garotte regression methods and stabilization promise greater predictive accuracy than either subset selection on one extreme or ridge on the other. The limitations of ridge w Ž .
x regression are seen. The little bootstrap Breiman 1992 and its infinitesiw Ž .x mal version, the tiny bootstrap Breiman 1995 , are extended and strengthened as PE estimation methods.
The effects of instability first came up in connection with the study of one w of the garotte methods compared to subset selection and ridge Breiman Ž .x 1995 . The simulations showed that, although subset selection often had a crystal ball model with lower PE than the best ridge model, it lost out because of higher predictive loss. The effort to understand this phenomenon better resulted in the present work.
Definitions.
3.1. PE definitions. Two definitions of prediction error are common and Ä 4 useful. Sometimes, the values of x are fixed in a controlled experiment. If n Ž . the responses y are assumed iid selected from a distribution Y x ,
U 5 2 refer to as the ''true'' model and to y as the model error. In the situation of random X, the data is assumed iid from Y, X. If the sample size is N, then the prediction error is
The N multiplier is used to get the PE measure for random X on the same
The model error is defined as the second term.
PE estimates.
3.2.1. Test sets. The simplest way to estimate PE is use of a test set. In ÄŽ X X . X 4 the random X case this is data y , x , n s 1, . . . , N iid from the same n n distribution as L L and independent of L L . Then
In the controlled X situation, test sets are generated by replicating the Ä 4 experiment K times using the same set x of x-values. Let the replicated n outcomes at x be y X , . . . , y X . Then
In practice, large test sets are usually not available and other PE estimation methods are used.
Cross-validation.
In the random X situation, cross-validation reuses the data to get a PE estimate. Let T T ; L L contain N cases and CV 5 5 2 L L s L L y T T. Suppose that is the minimizer of y y under the con-
to be the minimizer of y y over thê
The selection of the T T is usually structured so that they cover L L more or k less evenly. In leave-one-out cross-validation, there are K s N left out sets Ž . T T , each one consisting of the single case y , x . Another selection is k k k leave-many-out. Here the sizes of the T T are fixedᎏusually some fraction of k Nᎏand the T T selected at random. Another version of leave-many-out struck Ä 4 Ž . Ä 4 tures the T T selection so that each y , x appears in exactly L of the T T .
This is an extension of the V-fold cross-validation used in CART.
Little bootstrap.
In the controlled X context, cross-validation is not appropriate. Write
Ž . mizer of y y , g U U , with RSS s denoting RSS , then is depen-ŝ Ä U 4 Ž U . dent on the and , does not usually have mean 0. n Ž .
Ž U . What we would like to do is to find an estimate B s of E , and put
Ä 4 Ž 2 2 . Ä X 4 Ä 4 and generate as iid N 0, t . Define new y as y q , recalculate n n n n X Ž . Ä X 4 и, s using the data y , x and consider the expression
where E denotes expectation over the only. Then we have the following n result.
The proof is given in the Appendix, Section A2. One version was proved in Ž . Breiman 1992 . x For unstable sequences, values of t in the range 0.6, 1.0 seem to work best. The theorem states that for small t, B is an almost unbiased estimate t Ž U . of E , . But we will see that for unstable sequences, as t ª 0, thê variance of B ª ϱ. If the limit B as t ª 0 exists in some nice way, this limit These methods cover an instability range, with subset selection the most unstable to the very stable ridge procedure.
The X t X s I case.
The case X t X s I is simple enough to provide some analytic insights into the instability problem. Assume that
The best subset of k variables consists of those variables x correspondm < < ing to the k largest values of ␤ . Thus, the family of best subset regressions m is given by coefficients of the formˆ<
The ridge coefficients are of the form␤ 
Ž . zero-mean, approximately Gaussian stochastic process with O 1 variance.
Ž . Efforts to locate the minimum of M E will depend on the smoothness of Ž . w Ž .
Žϱ.
x W . Note: A is smooth and C in for all ␤, used.
Ž . In the following subsections we get rates of growth for E PL as a function of M for the four regression types under study. These rates depend on the PE estimate used.
Estimating PE using a test set of the same size as L L gives
Ž .
Using little or tiny bootstrap estimates, we get
The rate computations show that the results depend on the smoothness of Ž . ␤, . It is illuminating that in this simple case the causes of predictive loss show up so clearly. Along the way, we also derive rates of growth for the bias and variance of the prediction error estimates for the fallible selections.
Ž . These rates also increase as ␤, becomes less smooth. 
ÄŽ
where the Z are iid N 0, 1 independent of the ␤ . Therefore, PE can m be written as
where Z is an approximately Gaussian, mean-zero process, and V is a fixed r.v. not depending on .
The model selected using the test set PE estimate corresponds to $ s arg min PE .
Ž .
The crystal ball model corresponds to U s arg min PE .
We want to estimate the expected size of the predictive loss Ž .
Ž . with the same dominant variance terms as in 4.9 . Thus, there is a sharp increase in predictive loss and bias for large M.
Little and tiny bootstrap.
Using little and tiny bootstrap to approxi-Ž U . mate E , introduces another stochastic element into the PE estimate, that is,
. and s 1 q t for all except ridge, where s . Let tU s , x . Then Ž .
Ž .
V 2 This is differentiable in , so the tiny bootstrap works and gives bounded Ž . E PL and bias.
5.
Simulation results for controlled X . To see how the results carry over to more complex situations, we constructed a simulation that used a variety of design matrices and coefficients. The sample size was 60 with 30 Ä 4 variables. The x data was sampled from the covariance matrix ⌫ s n m k < myk < w x , where was selected from a uniform 0, 1 distribution in each repetition and the coefficients occurred in random clusters with random sizes.
Ä 4
The response values y were generated as y s ␤ x q with iid Ž .
2 N 0, 1 . On the average, R , 0.83 and about 20 of the coefficients were nonzero. Two runs of 500 repetitions each were done. One used a PE estimate based on a single replicate test set. The other used the little or tiny bootstrap. Five procedures were compared. Four are the regression methods defined in subsection 3.3. The fifth is stepwise forward stabilized by 40 repetitions of Ž . Ä 4 adding N 0, 1 noise to the y and averaging the results. In each repetition n of the simulation, PL, bias and some other characteristics were computed and then averaged over all repetitions. With ridge, garotte and stabilized stepwise, the tiny bootstrap was used. To get the expressions for TB, we start with ridge.
Test set results.
Ridge turns the constrained minimization problem into the problem of locating the stationary points of the Lagrangian 5 5 2 5 5 2 y y ␤ x q ␤ . 6. The random X simulation results. The random X case differs from the controlled X case in two aspects: first, the definition of prediction error; second, the methods for getting PE estimates. PE estimates can be gotten using a test set. The other common method is cross-validation. Some-Ž . what to our surprise, Breiman and Spector 1992 found that, for selecting the best dimension in a stepwise procedure, leave-one-out did not work as well as leave-many-out. We now understand this as a consequence of instability. Thus, with the cross-validation run, we used leave-one-out for ridge and garotte, and leave-many-out for the others. In leaving-many-out, 30 left-out sets were constructed as follows: the data was randomly permuted. The first Ž . left-out set was the first 1r6 of the data 10 cases . Then the second 1r6 was left out and so on. This was repeated five times.
The solution is
Otherwise, the simulation has the same structure as in the controlled X case, that is, 60 cases, 30 variables, some covariance and coefficients and so Ž . forth. In the test set run, a test set of the same size 60 as the learning set was used. The results are summarized in Figures 7 and 8 using that same display format as in the controlled X figures. The output of the cross-validation run is shown in Figures 9 and 10 . These are plotted vs. k in Figure 11 . The crucial parts of these curves are Ž . at the values of k of which PE k is a minimum. The average value of the minimizing k is about 5 for subset selection, stabilization and nn-garotte; 9 for garotte; and 18 for ridge. 6.1. Stabilization. The stabilization story for random X is somewhat perplexing. Our first idea was to perturb the data by a mechanism similar to that used in cross-validation. That is, leave out a set T T of cases. Run the Ž . procedure on the remaining L L y T T cases, getting и, s, L L y T T . Then repeat this K times, leaving out the subsets T T , . . . , T T , and define
We implemented this using 10 cases in each T T , K s 30, with the random Ž .
Two definitions of the T T were used. One was T T s y , x ; j j j j j j Ä X 4 Ä 4 that is, leave-one-out cross-validation was applied. In the second, T T s T T , j k so leave-ten-out cross-validation was used.
In applying stabilization to subset selection, the leave-ten-out estimate did Ž . Ž . better. It gave Av PL of 7.1. Subset selection itself had Av PL s 10.5, so Ž . stabilization did give a 32% reduction in average PL. However, since Av PL for the two garottes and ridge were 4.3, 3.1 and 3.6, we questioned whether the results could be improved.
Two avenues seemed open. One was to increase the amount of averaging in the stabilization. We went from 30 sets to averaging over 60 sets. The same sets were used for averaging and cross-validation PE estimates. The results Ž . improved a little, with Av PL s 6.7.
The other possibility was to change the method of stabilization. One candidate was the method used in the controlled X situation, that is, generate new y-values as y X s y q X , rerun the procedure using the new y-values, repeat 50 times and average. This was combined with the use of Ž . leave-ten-out cross-validation to do PE estimation. In this case, Av PL dropped to 4.9.
Thus, perturbing the y-values and averaging does better at stabilization than perturbing by leaving out some portion of the data and averaging. This also suggests that we do not know yet what the best stabilization method is. Our intuition is that some method which perturbs both the y-and x-values will probably do better than a perturbation of the y-values only.
7. Leave-one-out vs. leave-many-out. Recall that in cross-validation a set T T of N cases is left out, and ŽyT T . is defined as the minimizer in U U of CV s 5 5 2 y y for the data L L y T T. Then repeating this for sets T T , . . . , T T , 
RSS
, but PE may differ considerably from PE .ˆF igure 12 illustrates the last point. In the data generated in the first repetition of the cross-validation simulation, one case at a time was left out and the forward stepwise procedure applied to get a six-variable predictor. This gave 60 predictors. The RSS and M E were computed for each one. ure 12 is a plot of RSS vs. M E. The spread in M E is about 10 times that in RSS. Figure 13 is a similar plot for the same data using the garotte method.
Here the M E spread is about equal to the RSS spread. The cross-validation $ ŽyT T .
Ž .
Ž . PE s is estimating some average of the values of PE . For an unstablê Ž . procedure, there is no guarantee that this average is close to PE .
Ž . In Breiman and Spector 1992 , simulation results showed that leave-oneout cross-validation was inferior to 10-fold cross-validation in subset selection. The simulation structure here is different, but the results are similar. When leave-one-out cross-validation is used on the same data as leave-ten-out cross-validation, the average prediction loss increases from 10.5 to 11.6. The average downward bias goes from 6.5 to 19.2. The large downward bias is an indicator of the problem. Figure 14 com-< < pares the average differences ⌬ for leave-one-out and leave-ten-out. Figure  15 compares the average values of the tracking differences T. The average dimension of the minimum PE subset is k , 5, and this is in the vicinity $ where the leave-one-out PE estimate is noisier and tracks more poorly than the leave-ten-out estimate.Ŵ e also computed the following value: in each repetition, let k s $ Ž . arg min PE k . Then the hole size in that repetition is defined as
Ž . The average hole size in leave-one-out is 18.1 compared to 6.7 in leave-ten-out. $ Ž . Thus, in leave-one-out PE s , the minimums occur at a place where there are deep local downward excursions. $ Ž . The root of the problem is that while the leave-one-out estimate PE k has lower bias for fixed k, it is degraded by its higher variance. This is illustrated more concretely by the fact that the variance of the little bootstrap estimate in subset selection went to ϱ as t decreased to 0.
8. Comparing predictors. We were curious to see how stabilization of subset selection would compare with the other prediction methods across a spectrum of simulated data. It is fairly well known that if there are only a few nonzero coefficients, then subset selection gives good prediction. With many nonzero coefficients, ridge does better.
To compare methods, we generated five sets of simulated data that ranged from a few nonzero coefficients to many nonzero coefficients. The X-distribution was mean-zero 30-variable multivariate normal with ⌫ s < iyj < . In each i j w
x repetition, was chosen from the uniform distribution on y1, 1 .
The nonzero coefficients were in three clusters of adjacent variables with clusters centered at the 5th, 15th and 25th variables. For the variables clustered around the 5th variable, the initial coefficient values were given by
where h is a fixed integer governing the cluster width. The clusters at 15 and 25 had the same shape. All other coefficients were 0. The coefficients were 2 Ž . then multiplied by a common constant to give an R , 0.75 when N 0, 1 noise was added to Ý ␤ U x to give y. m m
The h-values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 were used. This gave 3, 9, 15, 21, 27 nonzero coefficients. For h s 1 there were three stong, virtually independent variables. At the other extreme, for h s 5 each cluster contained nine weak variables. This simulation structure is almost identical to that used in Breiman and Spector Ž . 1992 . Two PE estimation methods were used. Sixfold cross-validation repeated five times was used in subset selection, subset selection stabilization and nn-garotte. Leave-one-out cross-validation was used in garotte and ridge. Figure 16 is a graph of the average M E's vs. h for the various prediction methods. Figure 17 is a graph of the average crystal ball M E's vs. h, and Figure 18 is a plot vs. h of the differences. The conclusions are clear and interesting.
All methods except ridge have similar crystal ball M Es. Ridge has high M E except when there are many small nonzero coefficients. This reflects its inability to fit equations with a mixture of large and small underlying coefficients. Predictive loss separates the methods. Subset regression's predictive loss is large. Stabilization and nn-garotte have lower and similar losses. Lowest are garotte and ridge. In total M E, subset regression is a loser due to its high predictive loss. Ridge loses due to its high crystal ball M E. The garottes and stabilization do well. 9. Concluding remarks. We have studied the effects of instability on predictive loss and on the bias and error of PE estimates. Stabilization works, Ž . but within limits. In our implementation altered y's it reduces the level of instability sharply, but not to the level of garotte and ridge. This may be because our stabilization method is not sufficiently optimized.
Stabilized predictors lack simplicity. For instance, stabilizing the six-variable subset predictor generally gives a predictor with many more than six nonzero coefficients. Stabilization is computationally intensive and, in our context, does no better than the garotte methods. Why use it then?
The answer lies outside of the domain of linear regression predictors. When using nonlinear predictors there are usually no simple and effective stable alternatives. There are no known stable versions of CART, MARS or neural networks. Stabilizing these methods can give nonlinear predictors Ž . with improved accuracy. In particular, Breiman 1996b, c shows that stabilizing CART leads to dramatic improvements in accuracy.
In the interesting linear regression sideshow the garotte methods show up as uniformly better than subset selection or ridge. Subset selection loses because of its large predictive loss. Ridge loses because its best models cannot fit the data as well as the other methods when there is a mix of large and small coefficients. The best methods combine stability with a better range of fits.
While stable procedures have desirable properties, stabilization by averaging is not a panacea. An area that needs exploration is the possibility of stabilization of procedures by changing their structure instead of averaging. For instance, the nn-garotte is a more stable alternative to subset selection w Ž .x Breiman 1995 . An interesting research issue we are exploring is whether there is a more stable single-tree version of CART. w Ž . A possible alternative is the idea of stacking predictors Wolpert 1992 Ž . 
Ž . Let s arg min A and ⌬ s y , using prime to indicate derivatives, 
Consider a process
Ž . x 2 lim E X q ⌬ y X r⌬ exists as ⌬ ª 0. It is straightforward to verify that all methods except subset regression are mean-square differentiable Ž . which is enough to justify A.3 .
Ž . 
where V is an r.v. not depending on ⌬. Put ⌬ s ␣ t, where ␣ is determined by For Z to be differentiable, the existence of Ѩ rѨ␤ Ѩ is necessary. This is violated both by subset selection and nn-garotte, but holds for garotte and Ž . Ž ridge. In the nn-garotte case, TB is not differentiable in . Now TB q 0 .
Ž . Ž . ⌬ y TB can be approximated by a Brownian motion, leading to E PL ; 0 1r3 Ž . M . However, there is an alternative strategy leading to lower E PL , that is, take t ) 0 going to 0 as M ª ϱ.
Ž . For t ) 0, B is smooth and differentiable in . The problem is that t Ž .
Ž U . Ž . EB / E , . Trade off by taking t small enough so that EB is not t t Ž U . Ž . far from E , , but positive enough so that B is nicely differentiable. Ž . Ž .
In consequence,
. For small t, A.6 is given by 2 1 f .
0 ' t Ž . Ž .
w Ž .
x In simulations Breiman 1992 we found that in subset selection using w x t g 0.6, 1.0 gave better results than smaller t-values. Now we can begin to understand the reason. 
